Chapter X
Backup and Recovery Technologies for Business Continuity

CHAPTER OVERVIEW

Chapters V-IX dealt with server operating environment and its role in ensuring business continuity mostly in cases of ongoing data processing operations. Having a server down and making it up as soon as possible in order to minimize the costs of downtime was the topic in these chapters. Chapter X deals with technologies for ensuring higher levels of data availability in cases of data loss by having data recovered ASAP. Several backup and recovery technologies are explored with focus being on the traditional backup.

INTRODUCTION

An introduction to data protection technologies from business continuity perspective is given.

In addition to server configurations, server operating systems and ServerWare solutions, the second set of business continuity drivers as defined in Chapter III is presented here as a set of data protection technologies. It represents the second layer of an information infrastructure that can be implemented to enhance continuous computing and business continuity. The whole model based on three layers of
business continuity technologies is shown on Figure 10.1. Layer 2 in this model contains the technologies that are used for data backup and recovery.

Several information technologies are used in order to store data in data centres in an efficient and effective way and protect it such that business does not suffer if, for any reason, data is lost. Primarily, this set comprises three main groups: data storage, data backup and data recovery technologies.

Just like using several what-if scenarios in financial management (e.g., in Excel or any personal productivity tool), in the area of data (information) management there is a need of building several „what-if“ scenarios such as:

1. What if our application server goes down; can we do our business without business critical applications running properly? Can we still keep our business „in business“ if main application server is down, or if data is lost?
2. What if our messaging server goes down and stay inactive for couple of hours? What is going to happen if an important e-mail went to spam messages that are automatically removed from the messaging server?
3. What if our Web server goes down and is unreachable for several hours?
4. What if our CRM server gets into a „blue screen of death“; how long our existing customers and our prospectives will not be able to connect to our server and get necessary data about the products they want to buy?

Figure 10.1. The layers of the continuous computing infrastructure
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